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We present a short, self-contained, relatively simple proof to the growth di-
chotomy of linear groups. The proof depends on the fixed point property of
amenable groups, and the main tool is Furstenberg's Lemma regarding measures
on projective spaces. Q 1998 Academic Press
Let G be a group generated by a finite subset S; define Sn to be the set
 . < n <of all products of at most n elements of S, and let a S s S be then
n  .  .  .  .number of elements in S . As a S satisfies 1 F a S F a S ? a S ,n nqm n m
 .1r n  .  .1r nthe limit lim a S exists, and a S s lim a S G 1. Although then n
 .exact value of a S depends on the generating set S, it is well known and
 .  .easy to verify that whether a S ) 1 or a S s 1, depends only on the
group G. In the first case we say that G has exponential growth, whereas in
the second, that G has subexponential growth. If there exist constants c, d
 . dsuch that a S F cn for all n, then G is said to have polynomial growth,n
and again, this property depends only on the group itself for details see
w x.Pa, Chap. 6 . Obviously, if G has polynomial growth it has also subexpo-
nential growth. The first construction of a group having the latter property,
w xbut not the former one, was given in Gri .
In this note we prove that every finitely generated linear group over a
field of characteristic 0 has either polynomial or exponential growth we
.refer to this phenomenon as the ``growth dichotomy'' . This result was
w xobtained by Tits Ti as a consequence of his remarkable ``alternative
theorem,'' but apparently no simple proof for it has been given. Our
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strategy is to prove the following:
 .MAIN THEOREM. If char F s 0 and G : GL F is a finitely generatedn
amenable group, then G is almost sol¨ able i.e., has a sol¨ able subgroup of
.finite index .
The dichotomy of growth then follows, since a finitely generated group
which has subexponential growth is easily seen to be amenable see the
.discussion below , and by the main theorem together with that of Wolf and
 w x.Milnor cf. Pa, 6.40 , which implies growth dichotomy of finitely gener-
 .ated almost solvable groups, the result is obtained.
Remark. It is easily verified that the finite generation assumption is
 w x.redundant. When char F ) 0, the main theorem remains valid by Ti ,
but then this assumption is necessary. Although similar ideas, based on the
lemma below, may be used to deal with the positive characteristic case as
well, we will not do it here as it requires further algebraic considerations
which complicate the proof somewhat beyond the intention of this note.
 .Recall that a discrete group G is said to be amenable if either of the
following equivalent conditions holds:
 .  .1 There exists a sequence of finite ``Folner,'' ``almost invariant''È
< < < < sets F : G, satisfying gF D F r F ª 0 for all g g G where D denotesn n n n
.the symmetric difference .
 .  .2 For every continuous action of G on a compact say, metric
space X, there exists a probability measure on X which is invariant under
every g g G.
Recall that if g : X ª X is a homeomorphism, and m is a probability
 .measure on X, then m is said to be g-invariant denoted g m s m , if for
 .  .every Borel set B : X one has m gB s m B or, equivalently, every
continuous function f : X ª R satisfies
f gx dm x s f x dm x . ) .  .  .  .  .H H
X X
 .Groups with subexponential growth satisfy condition 1 of the definition
< n <1r nabove. Indeed, if S is any generating set, then from S ª 1 it easily
 n4follows that some subsequence of the sequence of sets S satisfies this
 w x.``Folner property'' see Pa, 6.8 , so these groups are amenable. TheÈ
 .  .equivalence between 1 and 2 in the above definition is well known, but
 .  .here we shall in fact need only the much easier implication 1 « 2 .
Indeed, if d denotes the point mass measure at x, and x g X, thenx 0
every limit measure of the ``almost invariant'' sequence of probability
< < .measures 1rF  d is G-invariant. More precisely, we shall usen g g F g xn 0
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 .the fact that groups with subexponential growth satisfy condition 1 above
 .of amenability, hence also condition 2 , and it is exactly this fixed point
property of amenable groups which will be used in the proof of the main
theorem.
For the convenience of the reader we give a full, self-contained proof of
  .the main theorem including that of Furstenberg's Lemma}see part 1 of
. w xthe lemma below , adapting and simplifying arguments of Zimmer Zi, 3.2
for our purposes. Finally, we remark that our main theorem, which
obviously follows from ``Tits' alternative,'' can often serve as a good
replacement for it. Here we use it for the question of growth dichotomy,
and another example is in Gromov's proof of his deep theorem on
w xnilpotency of groups with polynomial growth Gro : after reducing the
problem to subgroups of Lie groups, Tits' alternative is used there to
deduce almost solvability and then the theorem of Wolf and Milnor
.completes the proof . As groups with polynomial growth are amenable, it
would be enough to use our main theorem, instead of that of Tits.
For the proof of the main theorem we shall need the following lemma,
 .in which k is any local field i.e., locally compact and non-discrete . By an
algebraic group we mean the k-points of an algebraic linear group defined
 . w x  .over k. For an element g g GL k we shall denote by g g PGL k then n
corresponding projective transformation, and if V is a non-zero linear
n w xsubspace of k , we denote by V the corresponding linear subvariety of
ny1 .the projective space P k .
 w x.  . w x  .LEMMA Furstenberg Fu . 1 Let g g PGL k for all i g N, be ai n
sequence of projecti¨ e transformations, and suppose m is a probability mea-
ny1 . w xsure on the projecti¨ e space P k , which is in¨ariant under each g . Ifi
w x4  .g does not ha¨e compact closure in PGL k , then there exist lineari n
n w x w x.proper subspaces V, W : k such that m V j W s 1.
 .  .2 Let H : GL k be an algebraic group and m any probability mea-n
ny1 .  <w x 4sure on P k . Denote H s h g H h m s m . Then there exist finitelym
n w x w x.many linear subspaces V , . . . , V : k such that m V j ??? j V s 1,1 l 1 l
and an algebraic normal co-compact subgroup H e H which fixes e¨eryS m
w x w xpoint in S s V j ??? j V .1 l
 .  w x.Proof. 1 cf. Zi, 3.2.1 We may choose an absolute value on k and
5 5  .then a norm on the k-linear space of n = n matrices M k . Since wen
5 5are free to multiply each g by a non-zero scalar we can assume that g isi i
bounded and bounded away from 0. By the assumption we can find a
w x  .subsequence of g which escapes from every compact subset in PGL k ,i n
 . 5 5 i.e., it has no limit point in PGL k . However, as g is bounded from 0n i
.and from above , there exists a subsequence of that subsequence which
 .converges to some non-zero element g g M k . Thus without loss ofn
 .  .generality we may assume that g ª g / 0 with g g M k y GL k .i n n
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 .  .Denote U s Ker g , W s Im g , so 1 F dim U, dim W F n y 1 and for
ny1 . w x w x w x w xevery x g P k y U we have g x ª g x g W . Using the com-i
pactness of the Grassmann varieties, by passing again to a subsequence we
w xw x w xmay also assume without loss of generality that g U ª V , wherei
n  w xV : k is a linear subspace with dim V s dim U i.e., for every x g U the
ny1 . w x w xdistance, in any metric on P k , from g x to V , tends to zero}see,i
w x.e.g., Zi, pp. 43]44 .
 ny1 . w xThe assertion will be proved once we observe that m P k y W j
w x..  .V s 0. Indeed, let D x denote the distance, in some metric D onW j V
ny1 . w x w x w x w xP k , from x to W j V . Notice that as W j V is closed, every
w x w x  . ny1 . w x w x.x f W j V satisfies D x ) 0, so P k y W j V sW j V
 <  . 4  ny1 .D x D x ) 1rm . Therefore if we assume that m P k ymg N W j V
w x w x.  <  . 4V j W ) 0, then for some m the set A s x D x ) 1rm0 W j V 0
 . ny1 .satisfies m A ) 0. However, since by the above every x g P k satis-
w x .  .fies D g x ª 0, we then obtain from the invariance of m, ) , andW j V i
the Lebesgue convergence theorem, a contradiction:
1
0 - m A F D x dm x .  .  .H W j V
ny1m  .P k0
w xs D g x dm x ª 0. . .H W j V i
ny1 .P k
 . ny1 .2 We call finite unions of linear subvarieties of P k quasi-linear.
As for all subvarieties, they satisfy the descending chain condition. There-
fore, by looking at the family of those which get full m-measure, we deduce
w xthe existence of a unique minimal quasi-linear subvariety S s V j ??? j1
w x  .V such that m S s 1. By the uniqueness, every h g H must preservel m
S, permuting its components. It follows that a subgroup of finite index
0  <w xH - H leaves each one of them invariant. Denote H s h g H h x s xm m S
4; x g S . Clearly H e H is an algebraic normal subgroup, and we shallS m
show that H 0rH is compact, thereby proving the lemma. To this end letm S
 <w xw x w x 4G s g g H g V s V , for all 1 F i F l . The group G is algebraic,i i
H : H 0 : G : H, and we have a natural injective homomorphismS m
l w xp : GrH ¨  PGL V . Since it is also algebraic, p is a homeomor-S is1 i
 .phism onto its closed image. Thus we shall be done if we show that the
image under p of H 0 has compact closure, and it clearly suffices to checkm
it for every factor of the product. However, this follows readily by the
 .minimality of S and part 1 of the lemma.
COROLLARY. Suppose k is a local field, H a semi-simple algebraic linear
 .group defined o¨er k, and G : H s H l GL k an amenable subgroupk n
which is Zariski dense in H. Then G is precompact i.e., has compact
.closure .
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Proof. It clearly suffices to prove that the image of G under the
projection of H onto each of its simple factors is precompact. Since thek
image is again amenable and Zariski dense we may assume in the proof of
 .the corollary that H is a k-simple connected algebraic group. Using
 .simplicity, we may now assume that H acts irreducibly and non-triviallyk
n  .on k . Since G : GL k is amenable, there exists a G-invariant probabil-n
ny1 .ity measure m on the compact space P k . With notation similar to
 .that in part 2 of the lemma, G normalizes an algebraic subgroup
H - H, and because G is Zariski dense, H e H. Since H is k-simple,S S
either H is finite or H s H, and the latter is impossible by irreducibility.S S
 .  .  .It follows from part 2 of the lemma that H is compact, but G : Hk m k m
and this completes the proof.
Proof of the Main Theorem. Let F : F be the extension of Q gener-1
ated by all the entries of the elements of G. The field F is countable, thus1
can be embedded in the field C of complex numbers. This induces an
 .embedding of G in GL C , and we identity G with its image, denoting byn
 .G its Zariski closure. Let R s Rad G , H s GrR, and p the projection
 .from G to H. The group H is semi-simple and linear, and contains p G
as a Zariski dense amenable subgroup. Since R is solvable we shall be
 .  .done if we show that p G is finite. By dividing out the finite center of H
we may assume that H is center free. For the convenience of notation we
 .  .replace p G by G and assume H : GL C . Let w : C ª C be a fieldn
 .automorphism. Notice that w induces an automorphism w# of GL C ,n
 .  .and w# H is a semi-simple algebraic group containing w# G as an
amenable Zariski dense subgroup. By the corollary above it follows that
 .w# G is precompact, hence all the eigenvalues of its elements have
absolute value 1. Since this is the case for any w, and Aut C acts transi-
tively on the transcendental numbers, it follows that all the eigenvalues of
the elements of G are algebraic. As G is Zariski dense in H which is
.  w x.semi-simple and center free , a well known argument cf. Zi, 6.1.7 shows
 .that there exists a faithful algebraic representation r : H ª GL C suchm
 .that all the entries of the elements of r G are algebraic numbers. Again
we identify G, H with their images under r, and since G is finitely
 .generated there is a finite extension K of Q such that G : GL K . Sincem
 w x.G is Zariski dense in H, the latter is defined over K see, e.g., Zi, 3.1.8 .
Let n be any valuation on K, K the n-completion of K, and A s P9Kn K n
 .where n varies over all inequivalent valuations of K , the adele ring of K.Á
By the corollary above, the natural embedding of G in each H isKn
precompact, therefore the same holds for its image in H . On the otherA K
hand, the diagonal embedding of K in A is always discrete see, e.g.,K
w x.PM, p. 125 , hence also that of H in H . Thus G ¨ H is discreteK A AK K
and precompact, hence finite, and this completes our proof.
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